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The Open Table Movement was born from one church’s chance 
encounter with a homeless man in 2005. Today it is a nationally trained model 
equipping faith and other organizations to transform communities through 
sustainable, long-term relationships with people experiencing economic 
and/or relational poverty. The Open Table model gives community members a 
way to invest their own social and relational capital in the lives of others to 
help them achieve the better lives they envision for themselves. 

A “Table” is 6-12 volunteers working alongside an individual or family in need 
for approximately one year. Together they develop and implement a 
customized LifePlan that can empower the individual or family to live into the 
human potential God gave to them. Learn more by attending our next 
information meeting {Include details regarding this meeting if applicable} or 
contact {insert contact information}.  www.theopentable.org  
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